An implication function I on u:L⟶[0,1] is defined on the finite chain L={0,1,2,…,n} a method for extending I to the set of discrete fuzzy numbers whose support is a set of consecutive natural numbers contained in L (denoted by ृ[L]) is given The resulting extension is in the fact a fuzzy implication on ृ[L] preserving some boundary properties.
Introduction
As a generalization of implications in a classical logic, they are used not only to model fuzzy conditionals, but also in the inference process through the modus ponens and tollens rules [1, 8] . Recently, another approach deals with the possibility of extending monotonic operations on L to operations on the set discrete fuzzy numbers whose support is asset of consecutive natural numbers contained in L. More specifically, the concept of discrete fuzzy number was introduced in [13] as a fuzzy subset of ℝ with discrete support and analogous properties to a fuzzy number.
It is well known that arithmetic and lattice operations between fuzzy numbers are defined using the Zadeh's extension principle [7] . In particular, it is proved in [4] the set ृ[L] of discrete fuzzy numbers whose support is a set of consecutive natural numbers contained in L, is a distributive lattice. Following with this idea to study this paper the possibility of extending discrete implications on L to the implications defined on [7] . Moreover some boundary properties on fuzzy implications are preserved under this extension.
Definition 2.4. [6] A border implication I on (P, ≤ ) is a implication function that satisfies the neutrality principle I (1,β) =β for all β ∈ P Definition 2.5. Let I be an implication function on (P, ≤ ),then I satisfies A particular case of bounded ordered set is when consider the finite chain L={0,1,…,n}⊂ N. Operations defined on L are usually called discrete operations and they have been studied by many authors(see [6, 9, 11] ) In these studies the following condition, generally used as discrete counterpart of continuity, is usually considered.
Discrete fuzzy number
In this section, we recall some definitions and main results about discrete fuzzy numbers which will be used later. By a fuzzy subset of ℝ, we mean a function : (the unique discrete fuzzy number whose support is the singleton{n}) and 0∈ृ[L] (the unique discrete fuzzy number whose support is a singleton{0}) are the maximum and minimum respectively. α ∈ the conditions stated in theorem 2.11 by theorem2.12 there exits a unique discrete number, that will be denoted by (u, v) I such that its α-cuts are exactly these sets. 
